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Presents Planned

More Rain Seen

One hundred and seventy-three
sorority pledges will be presented
to parents and friends tomorrow
night as a climax to a two-andone -half -week rosh session.
The 12 sorority houses will he
open from 8-10 p,m. for the Preresits,’ according to Miss Helen
Dirmnick, associate dean of student activities.

-"Is my face red." says the
weatherman. "I ask you! What
a revolting development! Yesterday, I said there would toe no rain
and look .what ha, ppened! Well.
that’s all in the past. For today
1 _predict cool weather, possible
.,, lain, with the high today 57-82
and with gentle variable winds."
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College Journalists Assemble
aConvention, Com-petition
Court Drops 17 Newsmen Address
Group
at Banquets
Officer Hopefuls

r- -

Seventeen den officer candidates were disqualified yesterday
by Student Court Chief Justice Gary Clarke for failure to comply
with the class attendance regulation. The disqualifications eliminated
all aspirants for sophomore treasurer, sophomore full-year representative and Junior Class vice president.
Vacancies now must be filled by the class councils, Clarke said.
The attendance ruling requires candidates to attend three clots
meetings’ in ir row to establishe-class membership and five meet -I

ings thereafter..

Capella Choir concert Monday and Tuesday evening
Disqualified sttidents are RogIn the Concert Hall. Several contemporary works
er Parker, candidate for freshman
will be Included among the choWs selections.
vice president; Bill Ruotola, fresh.
treasurer; Donna Dean,
man
freshman full year representative;
Bob Miller, sophomore vice president; Neil Evans, Al Russell, and
John Lichtenhant sophomore
treasurer; and Mike Eagan and
Chuck Miller, sophomore full
ago because of the novelty of the College. "The Two Cities" in- year representative.
text, namely, the United States in- cludes a cycle of three songs.
Other candidates disqualified in "Babylon," "Elm," ’and "Jerus- chide Dick Pike, junior president;
come tax form.
The Choi-anent ’performed for alem."
Mike Bronner and Robert Weiss.
the state meeting of the Music . Soloists in "Babylon" are Bar- junior vice president; Bob Ruff.
Teacher’s Assn.. in San Francisco bara Wells, soprano, and .James junior treasurer; David Towle,
In January and for the Palo Alto Paris, tenor. Bonnie Bonne, con- and Jim Cassidy, junior full year
Youth Concerts last month. The tralto, will sing the solo in the representative; and Milt/ Ram group will go to Pasadena this "Elegy."
!mend and Mel Powell, senior,
spring to sing for the California Other selections by the choir half year representative.
Western meeting of the Music Ed- will include "Symphony of
"It is indeed unfortunate that
ucators National Conference.
Psalms" by Igor Stravinsky, "0 so many well qualified students
The A Capella Choir will sing Domine Jean Christe" by Pales- have to be disqualified from runseveral contemporary works in- Hine, "Jnbilate Deo" by Lassus, ning for office beelause they have
cleiling "’Mime Brevis No. 11" by and , "104,04,6hwaratior Advent" by Thnot at tend-ed t 1$hdellt,rY class
_
Carroliais4 AlistIP011er *Henley,
-swift - tie
Clarke asked that candidates
Ian; "The Two Cities" by Darius
Milhaud, French composer and the piano accompanist for "Sym- who know they cannot meet the
composer in residence at Mills phony of the Psalms.’
2.0 grade point requirement refrain from piKing up their petitions because they will be subject to disqualification.

William ErDIRECTING COLLEGE CHOIR
iendson, associate professor of music, rehearses
choristers. The A Capella Choir and a newly formed
group, the Chorallers, will present the annual A

Erlendson, A Capella Choir Present
Program Tuesday in Concert Hall
The San Jose State College A
Capella Choir, under the direction
of. William Erlentlson, aesodate
professor, will present its annual
concert Monday and Tuesday at
8:13 p.m. .in the Concert hall
of the Music Building.
The Choraliers. a group formed
this year from members of the A
Capella Choir, will sing six selections. These selections will include three 16th century madrigals, "Spring Returns" by Marenzlo and the "Lament for April
15" by .AWitit CTiallik‘’Ilke latter
work
enable eftentlon at its first performance at the -Bet-shire Festival in Massachusetts two Years

Student Board
Elects Officer
For Semester

!Play Contest
Deadline Near

Don West has been elected the
new president of the 1957-58
Revelries Board, it was announced
today by adviser Ted Balgooyen.
Jean Marsh will replace Roberta
Boone In the position of secretary.
Frank haviriono is the outgoing
preeldent.
Guests of the meeting held Monday were Dean Stanley Benz and
Bob Johnson, chairmen of the Centennial barbecue. Jaw Dunn and
Bob Montilla were appointed as
coatirectors of the variety show
GEORGE W. MILIAS
to be presented at the barbecue.
. . . Heads GOP in Calif.
show,
In addition to the variety
the Men’s Olosi,Clidi ’greed to
present the RaVeIries Centennial
song. "Roll On You Spartans."
The next meeting of the board
will be in Room 120 in the Speech
and Drains Bldg. at 4:30 p.m._
Tuesday. The meeting’s purpose
George W. Milian Jr. was elected
will be to set dates for next year’s president of the Republican AsProduction.
sembly for the State of California
at the annual California Republican Assembly State .Convention
at Disneyland Sunday.
Millar’, a San Jose State graduate, was president of the Senior
Class of 1947. He served as presiVeitrans who were attenddent of the San Jose State College
Women’s Week, sponsored by Alumni Association during the ing San Jose State last DMAsssiciated Women Students, will 1954-55 terse and Is novy a mem- enter, except February gradbe held March 25-29, according, ber of the Alumni Advisory Board. uates, should sign their attendance form for February no later
to too Anne Bone, publicity diof the Minas Hotel than torlsy.
rector. Terri Galvin is the gen- He is manager
and_Steak House in Gilroy_ _- February graduates and eta
- eref-ehelemen.
to the campus will
Earlier In’ the week he w a s vet
The week will start with an
aquacade for which campus groups named mediator between conflict- mien their forms Monday and
tan submit entries in relays or ing interests at the GOP meet- Tuesday.
water ballet. Donna Scheiber is ing in Anaheim
In charge of this activity.
March Melodies is aitother high.
light of the week. Dottthy Cook
Is the chairman of this event
which will beheld in Morris Oat Post -graduate students who
1i4 Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.,
Students interested in counselwill qualify for credentials at
March 27. Living groups will prethe end of the spring semester ing far next fall’s Freshman Camp
sent singing groups for entertainmay apply at the Student Union
are to file applications, through
ment and judging.
the Credentials Office, during through next Friday.
Applicants will be interviewed
Nan Goodart and Janh Fraser the month of Mar, according
will be co-chairmen of the fashion to Marie S. Raltenhorn, cre- and chosen by a joint student and
show and tea for faculty women dentials secretary. Appoint- faculty committee according to
and students. Women’s Week will ments for this parpow should be Tyra Burns, Freshman Camp
C airman, The camp will he held
also include a chapel service and mane It men km Room 120.
r near Pacific Grove.
speaker.

Grad-Tiiiiea4
Cal Rep. Group

AWS ’Week’ Opens
With Water Ballet

Korean Vets Sign

Grads Must File

vAL

,

*run Debaters
Attend Conference

The deadline for the Children’s Theater Playwriting Contest is March 13 at 5 p.m. All
manuscripts must be in Room 100
Nine students and two faculty
of the Speech and Drama Bldg. by
hat ime. The decision of the members will travel to COP to_lodges wililbe annettneed by April day to take part in the Northern
California Forensic Assn.’s Stuthe MidEntries should he plays that dent Congress debate on
can be done by adult actors for die East crisis.
George Dailey. Gerald Abney.
child audiences. The contest is
Bill Bormann, Barbara Smith, Bob
open only to SJS students.
ompson, Mel Laub.
Foy, Paul Thompson,
Original plays or adaptations
Joanne Maiolino a nd Carmen
of children’s stories not in draUsiak will represent SJS at the
matic form may be submitted. In
conference. They will be accomthe case of adaptations, however.
partied by Ted Balgooyen and Dr.
stories not previously adapted
Harold Craig.
should be used.
The winning play will be performed by the Speech and Drama
Department end .the author will
Representatives from t h e
receive a royalty of $50 for the
first performance and $10 or Stockton Unined School Dire
$15 for each additional perform- tract will interview candidate!
ance., depending upon the length for elementary and secondary
school teschlnr, positions today
of the ’play.
If, in the opinion qf the judges. from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m, These
no manuscript worthy of produc- Interviews will be held in the
Placement Office, Room 100.
tion is submitted, no Swami will
be given ,

Advisers go-ugh t .
For Frosh Camp

Job Interview Set

Council Seeks
T F.11

p ts

The Student Coyncil opened
applications for positions on the
Student Activities ’Board, the
Festival of Arts Committee and
Blood Drive Committee this week.
Applications will be accepted until noon Wednenstity at the Student Union reception desk.
One woman student will be
appointed to the Student Activities Board, the committee which
coordinates all extra -curricular
activities and regulates all on campus contests, sales and advertising.
"The SAB position is an excellent opportunity for art interested
student to get into the heart of
school activities," Ray Freeman,
Associtted Student Body president, said.
Two itudents arc needed on the
Festival of Arts Committee, a
IMAM WRIER’ pilltielitratetrra
and social activities during the
summer session. A chairman for
the Blood Drive Committee also
is needed, Freeman said.
In other action this week the
council approved a request for
$250 by the pistol team for additional- competitive m tche
granted Blue Key, upper-division
men’s honor society, permission
to sell theater rate cards; and
appointed Joan (Seger, female representative-at-large, as Council
representative to the International Relations Club which is selecting members for the Model
UN at Stanford. April 10-13.

Journalists from 13 California colleges and universities visit San
Jose State College today and tomorrow for the eighth annual C4-fern’s Intercollegiate Press Assn. convention. The SJS Department
of Journalism and Advertising is sponsoring the event.
At least 150 persons are expected to attend the convention,
which will open with a banquet at 7:30 o’clock tonight in the Hotel
De Ansa, according to Shelby Tree, senior journalism major and vice
! president of the CIPA.
Delegates will hear keynote
speeches by Ed Montgomery, Pulitzer Prize-winning San Francesco newsman, Dick Bailer, creator
...of the "Little Man on Campus"
cartoon series, and San Jose Met-atry-News chiefs, Joseph -B. jtirlder. publisher, and Kenneth S.
Conn, executive editor.
Rkkler and Conn will be the
principal speakers tonight. They
will describe their experiences on
a trip behind the Iron Curtain.
Montgomery, whose work on
the Burton Abbott -Stephanie
Bryan kidnap case was the subject of a Big Story Award teleshrion presentation, will discuss "Investigative Reporting
as a Profession and Avocation."’
His talk as ill doer the (41111VPMDICK BIKER
. Campus Humorist ulna tomorrow night,
assiatant professor of
art at Iluntholdt State College,
will address a general assembly
tomorrow
morning a t
11:30
o’cl.ick in Room 118 of the Engineering Building.

Ski Conditions
Good in_..Sierra

-11,111110-41111/41P/Oltiti’,11Tor.
Road and ski conditions in the
Sierra today as reported by the
California State Automobile Asiotiation and Ski Tow Operators
Association:
Highway 40 over Donner Summit’: no chains required, road
dry. Sfrowttite at Blue Canyon,
68 inches total snow at 7000.1cot.
Ski conditions good. Weather
overcast, slight east wind, minimum temperature 24.
Highway 50 over Echo Summit: no chains, road dry. Snow line at Fred’s Place, 58 inches
total snow at 70(10 feet. Ski conditions good. Weather cloudy,
snow cOpected, -minimum temperature 40.
Highway 108 to Stranberry: no
Lahurnum.
chains, road dryefinow 5500 feet.
23 inches at 6.100 feet, 48 Inches
at 7800 feet. Ski conditions good.
A
Weather clads; snow expected
The last tWo performances of
above 54300 feet today, temper"Laburnum Grove" will be pleature range 50-34
sented in the College Theater tooMegilocit IL and tomorrow at _ 8;15

Grove,
Closes Tomorrow

nalittalteddy
At Student U nion

John Kerr, associate professor
of drama, has directed the proMelton which centers about the
life of George-.Radfern, "a quiet.
Rushees may pick up fraternity
almost dell character."
bids today in the Student Union
Redfern shocks his family when’ from 1:30 to 4:20 p.m., according
he reveals his underworld life 10 Dean Robett S. Martin.
as a counterfeiter and ban __Final rush (unctions were- held
swindler.
last night by six fraternities.

"MAIM illiestalrealesiots
include Fresno State, Long Beach,
University of Radliusda, Sacramento State, Califernia Bk
Polytechnic College -lit WonLas
Obispo’ and San Pirrlas,\ Pepper.
dine, Humboldt State, Chico State.
Occident a) college. San Diego
State, elan Francisco State, and
Chapman College.
Activities
tomorrow
include
six writing contests. SJS journalists ,competing in the contests are
John Keplinger. editorial; Don
Becker, sports; Barbara Hartman,
feature; Jim
Drennan. news;
Shirley Illigge, advertising: and
Jim Cohen. news photography.
In last year’s competition, held
at Long Beach State. Spartans
took lop honors in four division’, Shelby Tree_ placed first
in the feature division: Teter
Meckei use find in sports sarihug; Den Nash tirik first -in the
news dIvbi’on: and Eleanor Norrim won second plate in the
editorial competition.
Judges for tomorrow’s contests wilt be --T. Lansdale Hill,
.MJB--ifidette--aertatelt y director;
.Robert Barton, of Robert Barton
& Associates; Alexander Bodi.
managing editor of the Palo Alto.
Thales; (near Liden, managing editor of the San Jose Mercury,
Wesley Peyton, Mercury-News editorial page editor. rind William
Regnn, chief photographer for
the Merctiry-News.

UNITE!) PREY-) ROUNDUP

Dulles, Eban Discuss Israel Situation
Israeli AmWASHINGTON
bassador Mara Eban late yester-,
day informed Secretary of ’State
John Foster latles of Israel’s
plans to VklIhdraw, hum the GAUL
and Aqaba areas.
The Israeli envoy said he discussed with Duties Israel’s intention to announce "the plans on its
withdrawal" at the United Nations General Assembly today..
Asked if he told Dulles about
the plan, Eban replied:
"Yea, the Secretary is aware
of our policies and our Intentions."
SULTAN TO GREET NIXON
Sultan MoRABAT, Morocco
hammed V will receive Antertcan
Vice -President Richard Nixon
when he arrives here today on
his way to’ the Gold Coast independence celebration, palace
spokesmen said yesterday.
PINBALL PoLITICS
A Portland.
WASHINGTON

Ore. city commissioner testified
yesterday the Teamsters Union
fought his re-election because he
refused its demand to vote- to
legalize pinball machines._
Commissioner Stanley W. Earl
told the Senate Labor Rackets
Committee that Clyde C. Crosby,
the Teamsters’ International organizer for Oregon, warned him
"that I either supported piniCalls
or I would have political opposition."
BYRD RIPS DOCTRINE
- Sen. Harry
WASHINGTON
F. Byrd (D.-Va.) warned yesterday the Eisenhower Doctrine
could cost U.S. taspayers billions
of dollars.
Ile joined Sen. Richard B. RI IVsell (D.-Ga.) in urging that the
Senate strip the proposed doctrine
of economic and ’Military aid provialons.

President rimenhewer nisei remelt PreMOLLET AOIREIE
mier Guy Mallet agreed yesterday that o solution to the Middle
Both reaffirmed
East problem ran be achieved by peacei
their belief In the free use, of the Rues Canal In acrii-dancr with the
Soundphoto
Internotionol
Treaty of 188e.
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Lets Face It

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ciarsiVtlat)
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Hawaii Grad Joins Library Staff

by Dick giblet

state for the first time
A new mernbor has joined the Ssin Jose
San Jose State Library staff for last week.
the spring semester. She is Mrs
Hazel Nishimura, who came to
HAVENLY FOODS
San Jose from the Hawaiian
Oat Of Ws World Resteurest
Islands, only a few days before
Lunch Dinner
Breakfast
the new semester started.
BANQUETS A SPECIALTY
Mrs. Niahimura is the wife of
PRWAT1. PARTY ROOMS
George S. Nishimura, a junior
CY 3-1 (41.0e illeyskore N. of Julian
at
enrolled
who
student
penology

By MARILYN PETERS

George Washington once said.
Fridai, March I, 1957 -It is not a custom with me to
keep money to look at." I join,
the father of our country and
add, "Ah but for one fleeting
glance!"
It dotesn’t seem possible to walk
through a book store at this

Page 2
EDITORIAL

Reds Restrict East German College Life

College life in a Communist dominated country is a far cry from
the life we know. Consider briefly an East German university today
as described by a German National Union of students report to the
’6th International Student Conference at Ceylon in September.
AN higher education in East Germany since 1951 has been under
the control of a State Secretariat for Higher Education. He appoints
professors, outlines courses of study and specifically is charged with
promoting compulsory courses on Marxism-Leninism and German and
Russian language and literature.
Social origin and jits. acW.Rt y 6f sRidielfft ancrparerits Wit
active support of government policy are criteria for admission to
East Germany’s eight universities. Special emphasis is put on acquiring
youths from the working and peasant classes. Scholarships, like adcriteria,
mission standards, are based on non-asestapysie
_
Courses of study are rigidly controlled by the steretariat and
are carried out in line with Communist ideology. Lecture outlines
conform to German science and history with a three year obligatory
couse in Marxism-Leninism. Course emphasis is on showing superiority
of the Marxian world conception over Western ideals. Students spend
two hours a week in a three year course on Russian language and
literature. Sports are mandatory.
Carrying out the Communist trait of committees, students are
grouped into seminar groups "to support professors and lecturers
in fulfilling their tasks to educate academic youth to become qualified
scientists for the construction of socialism."
Graduates are automaticay placed in positions which they must
keep for three years. Transfers must be sanctioned by ministries Of
central state organs.
Opposition fo the government quite naturally constitutes groundsfor expulsion from a university. Student imprisonment for political revolt is common.
Largest and most influential student organization is the Free
German Youth (FDJ) which promotes Marxism-Leninism concepts and
assumes leadership in seminar activities. Founded in 1946 on the heels
of the Anti-Fascist Youth Committee formation if appears to have
COO merit. Members are given the power to criticize the strength
of lectures and to provide topics and questions for class lectures.
All class absences must be explained to the FDJ which strives for
100 per cent attendance.
Lack of educational freedom apparently dominates higher education in all Red nations. Student revolts characterize discontent with
dictatorial educational policies.
Despite some of our sincere criticism of our OWn academic
freedom we must admit*/ comparison nail ’MVOS lila ft so good:
regrcearcerre‘tWcriirrEPOSHIDDITte."..01KODITOWeeset,e’Vfole

ouf/cLie

MAUER’S CAFETERIA
See end Ray What You Like
Cellemlete Dinners
OPEN
We Specialim
Just
7 DAYS A WEEK
In Homemade
1.00 to 1.50
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Desserts
175 SOUTH FIKST ACROSS
FROM KRESS _-

time of the semester without
having to take at least one detour
through a pawn shop. Latest
printing techniques must require
text book publishers to print all
volumes in 21 carat gold leaf.
Strangely enough, due to t Is e
academic policy of the school, It’s
considered unwise to speak of
books and economy in the same
’breath." Money May became extinct ,but books are here to stay.
I think they’re tied in some way
with the education process,
Relax and face it.

DINNER SPECIAL
ROAST BEEF with BROWN GRAVY

85‘
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSLA
545 S. 2nd St.

SpaztanT)ali
Eistered as aimed clam metier
April 24, 11134. at San Jose, Calif.,

under the act of March 3, 1E71.
Member Crtlifersis Newspaper Pub-

lishing’ Associetion.
Published daily by the &toasted
Students of San Jose State College..
except Saturday and Sunday, during
the college year with one issue during each final examination period.
Subscriptions accepted only on e
remainder-of-school year basis In
(all semester, $3; in Spring semester.

$1.50.

Telephone: CYpreas 44414Editorial, Est. 210; Advertising Dept.
Est. 211.
Press of the Glob* Printing Co-.
1445 South First St., San Jose, Calif.

’
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Editor
BOB PENTZER
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HENRY HUSTEDT
Day Editor
TOM IRUFFY
News Editor
Walt Taylor
Feature Editor
Marilyn Peters
Sports Editor
Don locker
Society Editor _____. Pati laratini
Fine Arts Editor _ Mary Anna Billeci
Wit, Editor
Jim Kaltenbach
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Jint Cohun
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Two Advertise Hunger; Results Unknown

PUZZLES
TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 3

UWE Benjamin Franklin participated in the
founding of this school. Laster, the first university medieril schi3o1 in the country was
established here.
CLUE This New England university was
Aartered in 1869. A theological seminary.
. founded in 1939, wee it. forerunner, and
was absorbed as the university’s first de, pertinent.
ANSWER I
ANSWER 2
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What a MATHEMATICIAN
can do at IBM
ancient but ever-advancing science that contains many
Mathiniatics
forms. It shouldn’t surprise you then that it took corns time before John
Jackson discovered the one brand of mathematics that seemed customtailored to his ability and temperament. John is an Applied Science Representative, working out of the IBM office at 122 East 42nd Street, N. Y. C.

CwIllete era

The aircraft people decided that they
couldn’t afford to wait, that long, so
they called In IBM. After
eel* top moseutives, John helped to
map out a computer program that
raved the-organization over 100 days

J

Promotionwise, John has come a
long way since that time. He’s now
an Applied Science Representative In
one of the busiest, most responsible
offices in the IBM organization . . .
mid-town Manhattan.
With his wife, Katherine, and
daughter. Liao, 20 months, and John,

Moppine drol

cempotse prorate

of pencil-chewing, nail-biting arithmetic. Later, for this same company,
John organized the establishment of
computer *Items for aircraft performance predictions . . . for data
reduction of wind tunnel tests ...and
for wing stress analysis. At the same
time, he worked with this company’s
own employees, training them in the
use of IBM equipment. John still
drops around to see that everything
is running smoothly.

euggemet

mathematical background in both at
those areas, It was not until be was
Interviewed by IBM that fluid mat.
outing whetted his acientific appetite,
A few months later, John launched
his own IBM career as an Applied
Science trainee.

-Pt

Dl

ins

problem with celleegues

Jr., 6 weeks, he enjoys his suburban
Port Washington home. He’s happy
and he’s satisfied. And then, too, John
knows a few vital statistics about
IBM . . . such as the fact that the
Applied Science Division has quadrupled during the past three years,
and that in 1966 alone, over 70 promotions were conferred. If ever a
future held promise, here is one.

coming age of automation through
Another service that John performs
electronics.
is the constant reappraisal of each
Since the IBM laboratories are
customer’s IBM operation. Occasionalways devising easier and faster ways
ally, a cuotomer may tie himself in
govof
science,
problems
the
to solve
knots over a procedural "stickler."
e;nrnent, and industry, an Applied
Periodically, in fact, John brings
Science Representative can never say
IBM customers together . . . just to
that’s
and
the
job
his
learned
he’s
talk over what’s happening in each
end of it. At least once every two
other’s businesshow everybody else
IBM hopes that this message will help
moithe, he attends seminars t_o_ _1st_
-111,M1ed that Old bugab43-MNly- -"To give you some ides of whit a matheupdated On the latest developmental’smatician can do at IBM. There are equal
industry.... details.
engineering and operations research.
opportunities for S.F.’s, M.E.’s, physiMathematicians
New
field
for
cian; and Liberal Arta majors in IBM’s
Introdtrces new methods
many divisions -Research, Product Demathematical
his
is
exercising
John
IMring the two years that John
velopmpnt, Manufacturing Engineering,
pracknow-how in a field that was
Sales ahd Technical Services. Why not
has spent with IBM in Applied Scidrop in and discuss IBM with your Placetically unheard of ten years ago. Even
ence, he has guided innumerable IBM
ment Director? He can supply our latest
now, this kind of work May be news
customers to new and better ways of
brochure and tell You when IBM will
to you. It was to John Jackson a few
&mg things electronically. For exnext interview on your campus. Meanunderhe
was
an
when
years
back
leading
a
ago,
year
a
about
while,
IBM will be happy to answer your
ample:
graduate at the University of ColoquestIoni. Just write to Mr. P. H. Bradley,
air4uft manufacturer wanted to exIBM, Room 0000, 590 Madison Avenue,
rado. At that time, he was considering
periment with a radically different
New York 22, N. Y.
remathematical
er
work
actuarial
Although
reactor.
nuclear
a
for
design
excitement
liked
the
But
John
search.
established,
been
had
the bowie format
INTIWATIOWAL
and diversification of science and inthe project still required many months
SIMMS/ MACHINES
use
his
to
wanted
he
and
dustry
equations.
mathematical
with
toil
CORPORATION
of

A ddrerr
City
College

HOLD UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED ALL EIGHT TIE-BREAKERS
All participant, .ho completed the initial set
of twenty-foUr puzzles eorrectly-are-requiied--to solve a ser’es of eight tie-breakers, in order
to compete f w the prizes in the tie. Tie-breakers
four and five are published herein and the
remaining thr..e puzzles will appear in
successive issues.
Remember first prize is a TOUR FOR TWO
AROUND THE WORLDor $5,000 cash...
, and there are 85 otlfer valuable prizes now tied for.

TRY T9Divil

Check the qualifications below. We invite
you to apply now for Hostess Training
Clasaes starting in June and July.

BARBER SHOP

CLUE This Gatholie university for men,
eonducted by Jesuit Fathers, is located in.
town founded as a minion in 1777. The
university wan opened In 1951.
CLUE: This women’s college, founded in
1579, ix affiliated with famine university
for men. It in’ named to honor an early
benefactor of the men’s university.

ANSWER I
ANSWER 2
Name

your everyday lilt as a TWA lioness.
You’ll enjtry the wonderful world of flying if
you can qualify for this exciting, rewarding
career. Fly the Finest ... Fly with TWA.

HST’S

Only when curious visitors ask,
"What’s the matter, boy, can’t
you talk" will the bird reply.
The bird says, "Sure I. can talk;
can you fly?" This Is the only
phrase the bird knows.
NAMES TIRE SAME
At the University of Oregon, according to the Oregon Daily
Emerald, the head landscape
ener is named Weed;
But the University seems to have
been outdone by their northern

First of all, what’s it all about? What
does a fellow like. John Jackson do
at der In kin own words, "I keep
In touch with the executives of many different companiesadvising them
on the use of their IBM electronic
data processing computers. I personally consult with these customers,
and analyze their scientific and technical problems for solution by IBM.
Occasionally, I’m asked to write
papers, and give talks and demonstrations on electronic computing.
All in all, it’s pretty fascinating . . .
something new pops up every day."
In other wrIrds, John is a full-fledged
computing expert, a consultant . . .
and I very important person in this
r

OLD GOLD’S

Seeing new and exciting place.. meeting
interesting, prominent people, is a pan of

By ROL BERTHOLD
A "personal! in the classified country cousin. A man named
ad section of the Daily Universe, Apple heads theft" horticulture denewspaper of Brigham Young Uni- partment.
versity in Utah, read, "Two fellows desire to eat. Those who are
willing to hali the needy, phone
Lynn or Rog at FR 3-7868."
Hair SHAGGY?
POLLY WANT A COMEBACK
From the Pirate Press of VenTHIS TIME
tura College Comes a yarn of a
mynah bird with a limited vocabu’ Try . . .
lary,

11011
.....
..., .....
...so.*

HERE ARE THIS WEEK’S TIE-BREAKERS IN

1

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Complete Your Education with Travel . .

.0D60100001016136ferialbraltSan

TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 4

POTATOES

SOUP

BREAD & BUTTER
VEGETABLE
Large Bottle of Milk 10c

OLD GOLDS

No other cigarette can match the taste of
today’s Old Golds,
Regulan- Kings - or Mhos ... they taste terrific ...

IBM

thanks to Old Gold’s nature-ripened lohartme
no
rids, to light, t,0 golden bright. Buk A Carton 7 doff

liarr;PEIC,217

DATA IPAOCUSING

eLICTRIC TYPIweiTIPI

TielnyOUIPMeNT

084.61ANY PRODUCTS

ene.1/4a

ineletenimo peel:Weill
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Fraternities Elect
Officers, Pledges
ndergoInhiation

SPARTAN SOCIETY
Friday, March 1, 1957

SPARTAN DAILY

Pegs 3

ELTA UPSILON
Initiation ceremonies were held
last Sunday by Delta Upsilon in
e College Chapel. The ceremony
as followed by a banquet at the
are
Highland Inn. Neophytes
Pieter Vanden Akker, Dean Armtrong, Mare Blount, Jerry Brown,
Dick Cox, Cal Druey, Neil Evans,
Dick Fly, Tom Franconi Maury
Hill, Jim Schniledt, and Tedd

Couples Tell Weddings,
Pinnings, Engagements
LARICIOIFIMASTROFINI
’
Rosemary Mastrofini,
Kappa
Kappa Gamma, recently announced her engagement to Mitch Lasgoifi, a graduate of Santa Clara
Urilversity. Rosemary is a sophornore homemaking major from
Madera. A July wedding is planned.
MARTIN.RAAEN
Marie! Raiten, an education major, recently announced her engagement to Lt. (lg.) Benjamin
G. Martin, a graduate of the University of Louisville who is presently stationed ;it Moffett Field.
The couple plan an April rdding.
HALESALENTINE
Puma Hale recently announced
his engagement to Shirley Salentine at the Phi Sigma Kappa
house. Hale is a senior business
ad major and Shirley is employed
by the Reynolds Aluminum Os.
MeINTOSHMARSII
Robbie Marsh recently tqld her
Alpha Phi sisters of her pinning
to Don McIntosh, a junior at the
University of California at Berke.
Icy where he is majoring in physical education. Miss Marsh, from
La Habra, is student teaching in
Santa Cruz.
ALBEINTIHERTRICK
Myrt Hertrick, junior social
science major, and Jack Alberti,
Junior industrial arts major, were
married during the recent semester break. Mrs. Alberti, memher of Chi Omega Sorority, and
Alberti, Phi Sigma Kappa,
---1’..
making their home in San JOae.
OVERTONLANDON
The passing of a pink, heart
shaped candle to her Chi Omega
sorority sisters announced the en-

SPECIAL GIFTS
for SPECIAL PEOPLE

MC

Carlity 93

On

_S)Aor

costume
jewelry
figurines
music boxes
I- ---

,

12 W.

Son Antonio St.
Montgomery Hotel Bldg.
CY

7-3923

gagement of Mary Ann Landon
to Bennie Overton. Miss Landon
is a junior G.E. major and Overton is stationed on board the
U.S.S. Yorktown.
MARTINBONE
A Valentine heart box of candy
announced ,the engagement of
Lou Anne Bone to Skip Martin
at the Oil Omega house last week.
Miss Bone is a junior language
arts major frorn San Rafael. Martin, a 1956 graduate and a Sigma Chi fraternity member, is
now teaching fourth grade in Garberville, Calif.
PICKETTBOONE
Roberta Boone, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, announced her engage.
ment to Jack Pickett, a graduate of the University of North
Carolina. Miss Boone is a senior
education major from Greenbrae.
Following a summer wedding, the
couple will reside in Savanna, Ga.
BRUSINTUTTLE
Mike Brusin was recently marrind to the former Donna Tuttle.
Donna, a Chi Omega, is a senior
education major. Mike is a senior
history major and a member of
r
Kappa Tau.
FINCHGRAVETT
Frank Finch, Kappa Tau, recently announced his marriage to
Jo Anne Gravett, a junior bacteriology major from San Leandro.
Frank is a NNW majoring in
engineering.
STAFFORDVENTITLA
Eddie Stafford of Kappa Tau recently announced his engagement
to Eleanor Ventula, a senior G.E.
major from the Hawaiian Islands.
Eddie is a senior psychology major and former president of Kappa
Tau.
BAXTERfifth’
June BIbb told her Gamma Phi
Beta sorority sisters of her engagement to Barry Baxter, Theta
Oil, a June graduate of SJS now
employed by
M. Mite nu* is a
junior budinees Midi! teMn Palo
Alto. ’
STALNAKERMacWER
Maggie MacIver, Gamma.: Phi
Beta, recently announced her engagement to Jim Stalnaker from
San Luis Obispo. Miss MacIver
is a senior K.P. major from Blshop.
a
TOW14ZOALDINALE
Cookie Cardinale, junior public
administration major from Pitts burg, and Dave Towle, a junior
business education major from
Fullerton, announced their pinning Saturday night to Dave’s
fraternity
Phi
Sigma Kappa
brothers.

The "Flying 20" is a student
owned and operated flying club
that provides low coat pilot training and flight time for the MOM GAMMA PHI BETA
be held. Saturday in the chapter bers.
Initiation will be held Saturday house. A banquet for the new
for the Gamma Phi’s wi.t.kia ban- actives will follow the initiation.
quet planned for the new initiates PHI MU
on Sunday at the International
Eta Theta chapter of Phi Mu
Kitchen in Niles.
will celebrate the 105th birthday
KAPPA DELTA
of the sorority Friday with a
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
Six girls will be initiated into banquet and ceremony to be held
Dinner
Kappa Delta- at a ceremony to at Hariarsi’s.
7th & E. Sante Clete
_

Sororities Hold Initiations
CHI OMEGA
On Feb. 19, fifteen new ’actives
were initiated into Chi Omega
formal ceremony
sorority at
held in . the chapter house.
Following the ceremony the big
sisters took their newly initiated
little sisters to dinner at the
Hawaiian Gardena

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery

House president Dick Pike and
Treasurer Eddy Johnson left yesterday for 1Pullinan. Wash, to attend the Delta Upsilon Provincial
Conference which Is being held at
e Washington State College
chapter.
KAPPA TAU
Recently the traveling secretary
d several representatives of the
Cal chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon
national fraternity were dinner
guests of Kappa Tau fraternity.
Following the dinner a general
discussion of Sigma Phi Epsilon
was held.
At Monday night’s meeting,
Nick Gonzales and Dan Proust
were appointed sergeant -at -arms
and social chairman respectively.
Marty Quinn was appointed pledge
master.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
The following men became
members of PiKA at initiation
ceremonies held recently: Tom
Dorland, Jim Edward, Bob Fagundea, Royce Gladden, Jon Harris,
Harvey Kohs, Stan Kompst, Don
Noon, Art Paaquineli, Jay Schulman, Steve Scott, Jim Vernon.
Lloyd Webb, Mickey Zavachk, and
Jim McCluakey.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
The Phi Sign initiated 15 new
members at the Catholic Women’s
Center. New actives are: Paul
Bush, Bart Gauger, Lauren Gerbrandt, Dick Goss, Bob Balaban,
Keith Ferris, Jack Jayet, Don
Johnson, Pete Marshall, Mac
Raney, Ron Robinson, Al Russell,
Dave Silva. and Dave Towle.
Elections have also been held
by the Phi Sigs. New officers are
Jack Buhler, president; Roger
Ltppa, Idea president: Tom Liles,
secretary; Terry Hayeock, treasurer; Jim Athey, sentinel; Ted
Terzakis, house manager; Bruce
Bush, pledge master; Dave Yossem, ’social cisairmkn; John Desmond, scholarship chairman; Paul
Bush, publicity chairman; Dick
Lemon, rushing chairman; and Ed
W/istet, .ssibletio cialesseas.THETA XI
Nine new menibers were recently’ initiated into Theta Xi at
a ceremony in the chapter house.
The new members are Al Altmann, Bernard Bos, Charles Coatney, Donald Cameron, Bob Conz,
Tom Mason, Don Mattison, Gary
Nelson, and Wayne Paupst,

Eneneerkg
Seniors:
There’s a bright future in telephonic
communications for
electrical, mechanical,
industrial, civil engineers

Color TV is one of many new fwd. pioneered by telephone people, who
developed equipment needed to transmit color-casts.
Below, dock

the technical fields that interest you...Save list until Bail

System waiters

eon te camped

MAOSAUSSION DIGMEDUNg
D long Distance Circuit Design
n Microwave System Design
[3 Carrier System Design
17 Special Circuit Design
D Loop and Trunk Design

MINIONS EaUIPIDNI IMMURING
Li Dial Switching Systems
[1 Manual Systems
[1 Toll Terminal Systems
L] Power Supplies

PMUCDN EINIMEEMN
11 Transposition Design
1] Inductive Coordination
[1 Safety and Quality Engineering
U Noise, Cron talk & Intertwines Studies

BELDING ENSUE111118
Architectural Design
Structural Design
13 Electrical Design
(3 Mechanical Design
ID Estimating
13 Construction Supervision

MART UTHI5I011
11 long Range Planning
[I Engineering Cost Studies
[1 Project Coordination
D Budgeting and Scheduling

WHIR HART
C] Route Survey and Layout
[3 Structural Design
O Coaxial Cable Design
(3 Materials, Tools & Apparatus Standards
Feeder & Distribution Design

o

COMMWOCATIONS TRAFFIC ENONMEN11141
13 Switching Plan Design
ja Traffic Data Analysis
Cl Estimates & Forecasts

o

murrain a NW BIGIREIRING
] Engineering Cost Accounting
[3 Appraisals
[1] Estimating

gives you just an idea of thei;Oope of telephonic communications jobs. Our recruiting team will give you the full details about
any item you’ve checked. Opportunities are unlimited at Pacific Milophone, because we’re growing with the West. Our customers have
doubled in number in the last ten years; they’ll double again in the
next ten! Ranging all through the field of electronics, telephone people have produced the Bell Solar Battery, the transistor, and today’s
nationwide TV carrier systems! You and your salary
can rim
fast incur Management Development Program. ibday, as always,
our top management is "up from the ranks!"

111$114rhi1 list

To find out more about
telephone communications mbs, gel our
booklet, "Your Career
with Pacific Telephone",
from your college
placement office.

Watch for the date the Bell System Recruiting Team visits your campus.

Pacific Telephone
A Good Place to Build Thur Future

Add Two Faculty
Dr. M. A. Girard and C. T. Cook
are new members of the Health
and Hygiene Department’s teaching staff.
Dr. Girard, an assistant professor at Stanford, will teach half
time here this semeater lie taught
at Stanford for five years. His
field is health education and he
has served as a school health cdordinator for several years.
Cook has taught In public
STUDIOschools and did outstanding work
in organizing health education in
Oregon. He expects to complete
work for his doctorate at Stanford this summer.
Both men have held important
offices in state health organizaGRADUATION
tions and also haye been active in
community organizations.
PORTRAITS

LIKE A
CIGARETTE
SHOULD I

HOLLYWOOD

and Camera Shop

Tri Sigma Meets
41 North

First

CY 2-5940

Tri Sigma, social work fmternity of 5.15, will hold Its first
meeting of the semester Monday
evening at 7:30 o’clock in Room
11, and invites ail social work or
social service maws.

San Jose Health Club
ONE YEAR FREE!
It these results oro not Maimed
within 60 days.
3"
2"
2"
IS

*AIN
on your CHEST
on your ARMS
on your LEGS
Lbs. WEIGHT

.4"
3"
3"
IS

_
-PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
Don’t become dull because of lack of
exercise. Stop in today at the San Jose
Health Club. 413 E. Santa Clara Street.
CT 7-3251. 3 blocks from campus.

f

11/VIINSITCOIN

REDUCE
on your WAIST
on your HIPS
en your LEGS
Lbs. WEIGHT

gives you the break on flavor
OVAIIMITIVII
Of

yew

HONKY
BACK
.-.

’

Time out for flavor! and what flavor! This filter cigarette
tastes rich and full. And its pure, snowy-white filter does the job
so well the flavor really comes through. Winston is the
filter cigarette you enjoy that’ s why it’s America’s favorite!
,or

Smoke WINSTON...enjoy the snow-white filter in the cork-smooth tip!

allaaan.111.
aarialtea Cal
aanat41.111.41111.

S. O.

T t7TY**
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Interclass Fest Opens
Spartan Track Season
- Show Slate
FoxCALIFORNIA
THEATER
346 Se. 1st.

;

By RANDIE E POE
The Interclass Meet at I p.m. tomorrow at Spartan Field snaps
the cap off the 1957 San Jose State track season.
An uncooperative weatherman may force postponement of the
Meet until Monday.
There’s a hefty chance that seven varsity records will be imalbed
tomorrow; four novice marks are in trouble.
Making the run for the team championship will be five squads,

*captained by Lang Stanley. (lint
Redus, Chuck Hightower, Gene
Tognetti, and Ron Vavra. Sigma
Chi and Alpha Chi Omega pocketed the team title last year, accumulating 99 2/5 points.
Stanley, the smooth-geared
ludfinlier-W1Wirienrdred a 1:48.7
The local baseball nine will 880 last maimia, will be depart’Fmake its third effort to outwit the ing for New York next week to
Mn
rain and finally open the season compete In the Knights of Co"3 VIOLENT PEOPLE"
when they journey to Fresno lumbus extravaganza. He trotTechnics:der
State tomorrow for a game sched- ted off with the Outstanding
Anne
Charlton
Heston
Beater
uled to start at 2 p.m.
Performance award last year.
Damp weather has forced the
Also expected to shine is Rapid
cancellation of the two-previously Ray Norton, Oakland Tech proscheduled Spartan games with Cal- duct, who has whipped the cenifornia and Stanford. Both were
MichI
’. Vidor
Amite
Wildin g
Gibing
Riatore
rescheduled for a later date.
"ZARAK’lu
In Fresno, Spartan Coach Ed
ph
Sobczak will be running into a
"RUNDLE OF JOT"
eh* that is perennially powerful
Eddie Fisher- Dabbis Rsavoldi
Pete Belden, Bulldog coach, experts to field his usually strong
SARATOGA
team, but claims he has question
Tab Hunter Notelio Wood
marks at second base, rein-her
"THE BURNING HILLS"
and shortstop.
plin
Either Ron Roe or Tuck Halsey
"GOOINIVE MY LADY"
is expected to get the Spartan
Standen de Wilde Walter Brennan
Students wit* Card 50e
starting mound assignment. Roe is
the most likely SJS starter inasmuch as the locals will meet Stanford on Monday and Coach Sobczak will probably save Halsey
CY. 7-30450
the Indians. Halsey beat the
Ifor
farmlanders twice last year.
MY. 01""
This year the Buldogs will be
battling for their fourth straight
California Collegiate Athletic Association championship. The BullLANG
.YELNATS
dogs had a season recordof 28
. Hill go Tomorrow
wins and 13 losses last season.
San Jose, playing independently, tury in 9.6. Coach Bud Winter
scored 19 wins in 29 outings.
i tabs Norton "one of the nation’s
complete 1957 baseball best sprinters."
Here’s the team sponsors:
StanleyStgrna CM and Kappa
h 2Fresno State. there
Alpha Theta.
March 4.Stanford, there
RedusA 0 PI and Theta XL
March a--catiforabie Mee
ClUllE1111111111R
HightowerPhi Sigma Kappa
March 9-4aUforeie;libeee
- IRCHARD Weal
and Kappa Kappa Gamine.
nnettallins
March 11Stanford. here_ _
e’Mtaillio---;
TognettiAlpha Phi and Pt
March 15Chico State, hero
EVENINGS 7 P.M. -920 PAR.
Kappa Alpha.
March 16S.F. State, here
Coffee In Foyer
Vavra--Kappa Alpha and
March 18C.S.F., there
StotIont Rote obis Card
Delta Gamma.
March lftSacto State, here
Following are some of the recitaireia 21+-Oregon, here
ords which could evaporate toMarch 22Oregon, here
morrow and the men who could
March 23S.F. State, there
.
erase them:
March 28Fresno State, here
73 yardsNorton - Current recMarch 29Santa Clara, here
John
Dan
ord; 7.5.
March 30Santa Clara. there
Wayne
Daily
1320 - Mike Yeager, Wes Bond,
April 5COP, there
Maureen O’Hara
Fred Green, Ron Gross. 3:08.3.
April 6California, here
70-yd. tLH. - Red", - 8.8.
’THE WINGS OF EAGLES’
April 8Stanford. there
1140. Norton - 15.0.
April 12COP, here
Cinernascop -Technicolor
164 L.H. - Redus - 17.2.
April 13Santa Clara. here
And
Polo Vault - Webb, Hightower
April 17fian Diego State, here
.
13 ft. 8 in.
"THE WONDERS OF
April 23--Sacto State, there
Novice marks which might be
April 29-1"SC, there
NEW ORLEANS"
smashed are:
April 30UCLA. there
352 - Ken Owen _ 39.8.
May 1-1Pepperdlne. there
1320 - John Nelson - 3:16.2.
May 2.--.San Diego N.T.C., there
Mile and a half . Nelson - 7:17.0
May 3San Diego N.T. C., there
Javelin - Larry McFarland May 4San Diego Marines,
LIM ft.
there
The 1320 could develop into a
May 10--USF. here
taffy-pull, with Mike Teepee, Wes
May 11L’SF, here
Bond and Fred Green in clintenlion.
Green will duel Stanley In the
Bob Iltehenal, new 5.18 feel- 860, Paul Valerie and Vavra tangle
and Resits., Paul W
hell Calak will present trophiesto the leterehiss Meet champ- and Van Parish go after each
other in the 160 yard low sticks.
tom.
Judges for the Best Rooting
Seethe award are 514 Dean
Bressler, Dean Stanley Benz,
Thientan con give you
and Col. Emory Cooke.
Judges for the Outstanding
dependable
Performance award are
delivery of
’John E. Rogers, Sgt. Cunningham, Sgt. Burford, and ft. E.
THE
Poe.

ORMEN!
014.14TOMFN!
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Spartan ’Nine’
Meets Fresno
In ’Lid Lifter’

EL RANCHO

(3)*7 Li t-

Splashers Top
Navy Team
In Dual Meet
Art Lambert and Stan McConnell turned in double wins and
took part in winning relay events
to lead the Spartan arsilY-swinlmers to a 53-33 victory over
Treasury Island Navy vinierrnen
in the Spartan pool last night.
Lambert reset a school record
in the 100 yard free-style as he
bettered his own mark with a
clocking of 54 seconds flat. He
previously set the San Jose State
record at 54.4 ;when he placed
fifth In the AAU tournament Saturday.
Lambert’s winning time in the
200 yard free style was an unimpressive 2:28.4. The Spartan ace
added to his personal score as
he competed en the winning SJS
400, free style relay team.
McConnell gathered in wins in
the 200 yard back stroke and the
200 yard butterfly with times of
2:29.5 and 2:40.6 respectively.
Coach Tommy ONeill’s mermen captured eight of the ten
events against t h e Navyinen,
dropping only the 400 yard free
style and the 200 yard breast

Cagers Close Campaign
Tonight With USF Dons
The San Jose State basketball team closes its season tonight in
Spartan Gym meeting USF at 8:15 o’clock.
The Dons are currently tied with St. Mary’s for the California
Basketball Assn. lead. Each has a 10-2 record.
Coach Walt McPtierson’s cagers are now assured of no worse
than fourth place in the CBA. The Spartans have a league mark of
7-6 and an overall record of 1341.
Tonight’s battle will bring USF’s touted backboard trio into
display for local fans. Mike Far-*-----mer, called by Loyola Coach Billy SJS cage appearance of Jack
Donovan, "the Coast’s best all- Rowley, the only senior on this
around forward." Art Day, 6 ft. year’s squad.
9 in, pivot from Chicago, and Mike
The Spartans have three men
Preaseau. 6 ft. 5 in. Redding Jun. who could score more ’than 300
points for the season. Diaz 1375)
and Gil Egeiand 1302) are already
over the hump. Mary Branstrom
has 295. If Branstrom hits five
points it will be the first time
since 1949 (and the second time in
Spartan history) that three SJS
men will have bucketed 300
points.

In the first event of the evening, the Spartans sped to a 4:28.8
mark in the 400 medley relay
with McConnell, Roger McCandless, Rollo Koivisto and Jim Anderson starting the meet off on
MARY BRANSTROM
the right foot.
... Rebound Whit
400 Mod. Iteloy-SJ (McConnell, J. Andorson.
koivisto. McConnell) 4I I
200 Freo--Lambewt, Si, Jeeling, II, Mirclirks ior, are rugged operators on the
TI 211.4
SO FreeAnderson Si lloed-av, TI. Mc- backboards.
Candless, Si 24.1
The Dons will have Gene
2011I
Si, Danes, TI. Saran.
Brown, who Is averaging 15
tas. Si,SJ 111ontr, TI SII.y, Si
points per game, at owe guard
55,
hlirdierts. TI 14
spot. Either Dave Lillevand or
200 liok-60,Conno, Si, Lochridge, TI, English, TI 2:21.5
Al Dunbar will get the call at
Fr..lloedway, TI, Juslinq, TI, Smalley,
Wis other guard position.
1,72.4
200 OronstDanes, TI, J. Anderson, Si, Burns,
TI 214.5
ROWLEY BOWS OUT
sso hap Iteley-SJ (Lambert, koivishe, SdcThe game will mark the filial
0.

W. do Student Work
MIMEOGRAPHING -TYPING
STENOGRAPHY -ADDRESSING
Reasonable Rates
CY 14 Ill
155 S. 2.4
If no answer cell CY 3-6209

ROLLERLAND
1040 THE ALAMEDA

Thu Chnstlon Sconce Mentor
One Nonvoy St., began is, woo.
Senl your nowsssooer for Sus f.mo
chockod Enclosoul 1.nd my chock Or
snowy order.
I yew $16 1:1 6 months $1 0
3 months $4 C)

.PAT
MIPTEO.SA-ImamcX0M;IIN
til. A UPIKIISAI. NiERIFIRORIR WWI

e

Plus
Erroll
Flynn

Cornell
’Borchers

**ISTANBUL**

FEATURING SPECIAL
RATES TO COLLIGI
GROUPS

GROUND
BEEF
.3 lbs.

SOUP
MEAT
22c lb.

VEAL
CHOPS
48c lb.

State Meat Market
150 IL SANTA CLARA. SAN JOSS
CY 2.7724

ene gimeM&Son3

Artists

Floral

98.E. Santa Clara St.
CY 5-4934 or CY 5-4935
FREE DELIVERY WITHIN CITY
"Flowers Could Never flood"

the campus

’

_

Monday, March 4
to discuss

your future at
Boeing

... where you can rise to the top
Nett now you’re in the process of making one of the .
mod important decisions of yourlife.

vancement. The company’s steady, rapid grovitb assures
plenty of opportunities to move ahead. At Boeing, engiinners bold positions right to the
_Yalu decision itIBMrli.111141_916_102..00C11110-1M-m10----interested in engineers and scientists who want to get
Another advantage: Boeing assignments are Interesting.
ahead. We’re coming to the campus to give you the facts
You’ll work on such famous projects as the 707, America’s
you need to judge whether Boeing can help you reach the
first jet transport; the intercontinental 13-52, the nation’s
goal youzbave in mind.
principal long-range jet bomber; the supersonic BOMA RC
guided missile, and top-secret programs that probe beyond
The fact that Boeing is an "engineers’ company" is
the frontiers of the known. At Boeing, you’ll be in s
important to your success. At Boeing, you’d work with,
young, expanding industry, one with its major growth
and for, engineersmen who talk your language, understill ahead.
stand and appreciate your work.
Boeing encourages gradua’te study, reimbursing full
tuition and (cos, plus an additional amount for incidentals.
Every at months, each Boeing engineer it given a merit
review --s personal opportunity for recognition and adPersonal Intervals’’, en

B..

poor Ptseennont Offlee

Zee

ARCH 4

Ohne 11001 09.0111en

$1.00

LEAN

MEATS

we’ll be on

Noma
Addroo

PICNIC
HAMS
39c lb.

ENGINEERS

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
MONITOR

Housewives, businessman,
teachers, end students all WV
the world read end ens*
international newspaper, pubshed daily in Boston. World.
famous for constructive news
stories and penetrating editorials.
Special features for the whole
family.

FRESH

SMOKED

EXCEL LETTER SERVICE

stroke.

Meet Judges

Intonstonal
newspaper

Four ideas for
better meals . .
by using well
prepared, fine
quality meats

The only cagers who have sur-

STUDIO

The college placement service
IS part of the student personnel
program. In addition to teacher
placement, it includes busierss,
and technical placement, as well
as part-time and temporary erniftment.

passed Diaz’ tally-total are Stu
Inman, Carroll Williams. a n d
Dean Giles. Diaz needs 13 points
to pass Giles.

So whether you plan a career in civil, mechanical, elec.
*cal, aeronautical or industrial engineering, physics ot
Mathematics (or related fields), drop in for a person-toperson discussion about your future at Boeing.

40174EZAW
AINPLANIE COMPANY
Seottle, Wisslangtoo

wines, cals. assissime.Pbeee

-

et"

-st

’craptan

Spartan Boxers
Face Mich, State
Spartan boxers wind-up the sternest 10-day test in local ring
history when they tackle rugged Michigan State Monday in the Civic
Auditorium starting at 8 p.m.
Saturday nght the Spartans walloped defending national champion Wisconsin, 6-2, at Madison. Wednesday evening the locals edged
past Cal Poly, 5-4
Michigan State rolls onto Washington Square only two days after
its daal meet with Idaho State.
The Idaho club Is easily the best
eollertion Of college boxers on
one team in the country.
The Spartans from the midwest
are expected to be defeated with
ease by Idaho and it will be surprising if they all show up in San
81114 621 condition for their bouts.
Not that Michigan State is not
1
& so...ISA
ring team; on the con try, they are just meeting the
t in the country. MSU figures
tt Agee the locals a rough time
ahd the dual meet right now rates
Li tossup.
Monday’s bouts could well
declik the mythical number
two boxing team in the land.
N eit her of the Iwo Spartan
teams are In a class with Idaho
State, u heavy fax ()rite to win
the SICAA team championship.
But aside from Cal Poly, no
ether college team could be expected to give either San Jose
or Michigan too much trouble.

Michigan lost six lettermen
from last year’s team. that tiro
!Shed fourth In the nationals. Bob
Jemito and John Butler are the
only . two MSU first-string performers back for action this pea-

son. Both Jemilo and Butler are
strong contenders for national
horst:ors.
Butler, who will face either Welvin Stroud or Al Julian. at 14
pounds has lost to the national
champion in the NCAAs two years
in a row. Bah were close battles
and the people around Lansing,
Mich., feel that Butler should go
all the way this time.
Jem116 will tangle with Nick
Akan* and the little San Josean
can be expected to dim demilo’si
NCAA prospects by more than
a little.
Student tickets for the bouts
will sell for 50 cents and will go
on sale at the Civic prior to the
fights. The nominal admission
charge will go toward helping defray the cost of bringing Michigan
State to the Coast.

Post-Game Dance
A benefit dance, with proceeds

to go to the World University
Service, will be held tonight at the
Newman Club, 79 S. 5th St., following the SJS-USF basketball

game, according to Dick Folger,
publicity chairman.

with
Olt eating Mu ghulman
(Author of "Barefoot Beg With Cheek," eta,

cpoistA4
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’Grapplers In. Final Dual Match Against Strong Oregon .4 oday

San Jose State’s grepplers indulge in their final dual, mat activity this esilion at 10:30 this,
morning, hosting strong Oregon
University in 4he Spartan Gym.
Oregon nipped Oregon State
Page 6
14-13 twu weeks ago. The SJS

MONDAY: Prof Pomfritt sprang quiz in English lit
this morning. If Shakespeare didn’t write Canterbury
Tales, I’m back in the steam laundry.... Lunch at the
house turkey hash. Question: how can we have turkey
hash when we never had turkey?... Smoked a good,
natural Philip Morris after lunch. Yum, yum! ... Played
bridge in the afternoon. When game was over, Mildred
Oltiphant stabbed me several times with hatpin. Must
learn weak club bid.... Dinner at house lamb hash.
Question: how can we have lamb hush when we never
Smoked a Philip Morris after dinner. Goodhad lamb?
() ! no filter, no foolin’ ! ... Chapter meeting at night.
Motion made to abolish capital punishment for pledges.
Motion defeated.... Smoked some more Philip Morrises.
Natural! Dreamy! .,.And so to bed.
TUESDAY: Faculty tea. Spilled pot of oolong on
Dean of Women. She very snappish. Offered her a Philip

Morris. Still snappish. Offered akin graft. No help....
Dinner at Kozy Kampus Kale 14 hamburgers. But no
dessert. Have to watch waistline.... And so to bed.
WEDNESDAY: Got our marks in English lit quiz.
Lucky for me Shakespeare wrote Canterbury Tales! ...
Date with Ralph Feldspar. Purely platonic. Ralph wanted
to talk about love trouble he’s been having with Mady
Vanderklung. I said things were bound to improve, Ralph
said he hopes so because the last four times he called
on Mirly she dumped vacuum cleaner bag on him. Smoked
Philip Morris. Yummm! Dinner at housebread. That’s
all; just bread.... And so to bed.
THURSDAY: Three packages from home laundry,
cookies, records. So hungry I ate all three.... Quiz in
American history. If Jamet; K. Polk didn’t invent cotton
gin, I’m in bictrouble.... Had afternoon date with Erwin
Trull, pre-med. Nice boy but no loot. Took me to see
another appendectomy: Ho-hum!... But we had Philip
Morrises afterwards. Goody, goody, gumdrops! ... Dinner at house. Big excitement Vanessa Strength announced her engagement. While girls flocked around to
congratulate Vanessa, I ate everybody’s mackerel....
Then smoked a good, natural Philip Morris. Divoon!
And so to bed.

Coeds end, o/ course, eds ton 0, yewr limey canspiss sradt,
a companion erer-constant% istar-trae, and ever -relearn* ft
todav’s nese, Otalsral Philln Norris Ciscarette. mad* in regrfer
and long sir by the sponsors alibis column.

Oregon will pin high hopes’ on
137 -pound Lee Allen, an Olympic
team member last year.
The Spartans were decisionlid in
matches in Los Angeles last Week-.

end. UCLA whipped Mumhy’s
charges 15-11 and San Diego
State pinned a 19-13 loss on 3.18.
Both matches, however, were
close and went down to the final
heavyweight match before a win.
ner was decided,

pnrnnetararemm

Perry has made it clear, however, that from now on, no games
they will
may be postponed either be played or cancelled.
Perry stated, "The ihtra-mund
softball leagues will also have to
be completed before the semester
is over. If the basketball leagues
are further postponed, the softball
league will have a short season."
The Indefiendent League is separaeed into two divisionsthe Inter Coast and Pacific Coast
leagues, both with 10 teams, The
Fraternity League is composed of
11 teams.
The following is Monday’s opening schedule along with the two
leagues and their respective
teams:
Inter Coast League
Tappa Nuga Kug vs. I.F.T.’s, 4
p.m.
Theta Chi vs. Sparta, 6:30 pia.
_Newman Club vs. SparveLs, 7:30
Esquires vs. Bruins, 8:30 p.m.
Dugout Dandies vs. Baker Hall
Five, 9:30 p.m.
(All Inter Coaet games will be
played Antthe -North Court
Monday,)
Pacific Coast League
Phantom Five vs. Chi Pi Sigma,
4 p.m.
SCCE’s vs. Internationals, 6:30

POSITIONS
NOW OPEN
SHELL OIL CO.

MARKETING
General Engineers
Chentst;

SHELL. offers qualified engineering graduates a great
variety of challenging opportunities. In the large and
diversified Shell organization engineering personnel hove
unlimited scope in a progressive bask industry. All Shell
companies operate on the principle of "Promotion from
Within," offering comprehensive on-the-job and off -thejob development grogram’ to prepare personnel for positions of increasing responsibility. Shell engineers employ
the skills and knowledge of virtually every branch of the
engineering and technical sciences in producing and marketing a wide variety of petroleum derivatives.

Physicists

ON CAMPUS MARCH 6
SHELL OIL COMPANY

SHELL CHEMICAL CORP.

S HELL CHSMICAL CORP.
a

Chemists

S HELL DEVILOPMENT CO.

SHELL DEVELOPMENT CO.

Tap-A -Keg-Five vs. Red Sox.
7:30 p.m.
Green Squad vs. Phi Kappa Alpha, 8:30 p.m.
Fighting Five vs. Thu Delta Phi,
9:30 p.m.
(All Pacific Coast games will be
played on the South Court oil
Monday.)
Tuesday’s Fraternity Le a-gu e

OIARID

FOR

schedule:
Kappa Alpha, bye.
Sigma Nu vs. alpha Tau Omega.
6:30 p.m N.
Delta Sigma Phi vs. Kappa Tau,
7:30 p.m., S.
Theta Xi vs. Lambda Chi Alpha,
7:30 p.m., N,
Sigma Chi vs, Phi Sigma Kappa,
8:30 p.m.. N.
.
Delta Upsilon vs, sigma Alpha
Epsilon. 8:30 p.m., 44.
(Letters "N" and "S" designate
North and South court respecs
tively.)
All teams in both leagues wild
play two games each weekthe
Independent League fives on Mon;
day and Wednesday and the Fraternity League quintets on Tuesday and Thursday nights.
Intra-mural team captains are
to pick up the first three-week
schedules in the Physical Education Main office today

American Universities in 1942, the
Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher School in 1941,
the Western College Association
in 1949 and the California State
Board of Education.

SATURDAY ASTD SUNDAY: Days of rest, play,
quiet, meditation, and iiaah! Philip Morris! ... And
so to bed.
*1111ga Shulman. 1967

Ruse (’ a ns miler! (177), sad

Nick Sorrier (NOM) e4ibt ).

TECHNICAL
GRADUATES
and
ENGINEERS!

The two 20 -team Independent
Csaaketball leagues will open play
Monday at 4 p.m. in the Spartan
Gym with the Fraternity League
scheduled to commence Tuesday
evening, according to Bill l’erry,
intra-mural director.
Intra-mural loop schedules took
a "nose-dive" last week when fraternity rushing and interchanging
teams postponed official league

San Jose State College With accredited by the Association of

FRIDAY: Got our marks in American history quiz.
Wad dismayed to learn that James K. Polk did not invent
.
*gots Catiterbury Tales. .
cotton
Lunch at the house bread bath... 7PhirfOlorris after
lunch. Grandy -dandy !... Slient afternoon getting dressed
for date tonight with Norman Twonkey. Norman is tall,
dark, loaded a perfect doll! Only thing wrong is he
never tells girl where he is going to take her. So I put
on a bathing suit, on top of that an evening gown, and
on top of that a snowsuit. Thus 1 was ready for a splash
party, dance, or toboggan slide. ... So what do you think
happened? He entered me in a steeplechase, that’s what!

Joe basal (In), Mary Rodriguez (137), Lynn Brooks
(147),
reenville cieve4and
( t 57). Ken Spagnola (1(7).

’Mural Loop
Openers Set
For Monday

pan.

DIARY OF A COED

record in dual meets is 6-3.
Coach Hugh Mumby will have
the following grapplers in action:

LEARN COLLEGE HEBREW
AT CAMP THIS SUMMER
Annual accelerated course in
modern Hebrew for college
students and graduating high
school seniors, at beautiful 75
acre coed camp in New York’s
Hudson Valley ; complete sports
facilities.
7 week session, July- August,
$185: including room, board,
tuition (some scholarship help
available) write:
WAN, Student Zionist Organization
342 Madison Avenue, Now York 17

You
get a lot
ollike
with a Marlboro
FILTER

FLAVOR

FLIP -TOP BOX
a

_

10 100511 I $
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Grad Therapy
Students Take
O. T. Exams

School Districts Offer
Grads Job Interviews

A number of vacancies in both
elementary and secondary teaching now exist in several California school districts and some
placement interviews on campus
have been scheduled.
Detailed information. applications and appointment times can

STATE COLLEGE
MARKET

Fiee Meats and Groonrins
Itibmonablit,Prics
Op*. Myths /111 10 P.M.
Censer at
& San Caries

JUDY’S CHEERFUL
UTTLE EARFUL

(Submitted by
Frank Mehensviclil
PLATTER CHATTER ON
BUYS OF THE MONTH --Ever heerd tell of Columbia
records of the month or the
Victor coupon books? Now is
the time all you good people
should come to COAST RADIO.
266 So. First, for info oil such
buys. for you really have a treat
in’ store for the month of
BELAMarch. HARRY
F ON T E, HI LOS, MOONLIGHT SONATA, and RICOLETT (by Kostelanetz are in
the stores during this month for
;2.98. (TWO dollars and NINETY-EIGHT cents). The HI LOS
are back on the recording scene
on the Columbia label now.
Their new record has such
wonderful favorites as ’Down
the Old Ox Road," "I Married
An Angel," "Basin St. Blues,’
"The Desert Song" (and what
they do to it is quite unbelievable!). etc. BELAFONTE’S
new album of American folk
songs is predicted to out sell
his Calypso album (which. believe it or not, out sold ELVIS
a note to
PRESLEY!) . .
those from Weed,- Cr ippi
Creek, Ferndale. Fortuna and
Eureka: do you sometimes wish
for the atmosphere of home
- when the hustle of the city gets
you down! Here is a remedytry the new record for "Moochers. Gold Diggers and Cattle
Rustlers." It’s music and sound
effects should really make you
feel at home again! . . . Diamond needles are row at a 40%
discount at COAST1

1

be obtained at the Placement Office. Room 100.
Ripresentativcs from the Stockton Unified School District will
be on campus today for interviews for teacher Placement at
both the elementary ’aud secondary levels.
The St. Helena Unified School
District, Napa County. h as an
opening for one social studies and
language arts instructor. The
position is to be filled today.
Teaching positions for June
graduates also are available in
the elementary, junior high and
secondary levels in the Pomona
Unified School Distiret, Los Angeles County.
Vacancies exist in the Wasco
Union High School District, Kern
County, for arts and crafts and
home econdrnics instructors at the
high school level for the year 195758. Salary ranke Is $4400-7300.
Several teaching positions for ,
June graduates are available in
POSTER WINNERS - First and seeand plane wieners la the West
the Watsonville Public Schools.
Coast Nature School poster modest exhibit their work. Diane C.
There are elementary openings in
Marquardt (seated), recehed first prize. She is a sophomore from
kindergarMhrough grade eight.
Lode Carol A. Bailey (standing right), a sophomore from Davis,
Secondary openings are in the le estiond place winner. Other posters submitted in the cosiest are
fields of" English, businias, social MS, display arouad the campus., All of them depict phases of the
Death Valley wades.
studies, mathematics lind pit(
physical education.
There will be a vacancy for a
girl’s physical education instructor
at the Truckee-Tahoe High
School for the 1957-58 school year.
Salary range is $4600-8000.
Diane C. Marquardt and Carol A. Bailey recently were awarded

Nature School Poster Contest
Gives Two Women $15 Prizes

first’ and second prizes, .respectively, for their posters depicting
phases of the ’West :oast Nature School to be held Easter vacation
at Death Valle
Both women received a $15 scholarship to tha Nature School.
Stanford’s women athletes will Many of the colorful posters entered in the cot** may be seen
join WAA here tomorrow for a around the campus. The contest was held in Advairrid Commercial

WAA and ’Farm’
Hold Sportsday

Art Class, taught by Miss Marian
Moreland, associate professor of

sportsday to begin at 9:30 a.m.
After introductions a n d welcomfit/a the two schools will corn- art.
Regiztration for the annual sesPeW Ili fencing. bowling and has.
Field
ketball. WAA is _furnishing lunch sion will be held March 5.
work and lectures at the school
for the Stanford visitors.
cover everything from desert
Wants and animals to mining. The
April 14-20 course offers one unit
of college credit.
"
309 so. eta
DINING ROOM OPEN TO
STUDENT- FACULTY
Limaa itsisewhiows
Cr 7-101

GUEST HOUSE

*41-114,44411e-V4114-11444114114144144,10

BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Foreign and Domestic Car Servicing
F4K-

Your Vacation Trip

ELLIS SERVICE SIEMER

CY 1143115

38 SO. MIRTH

P.E. Group
Has Initiation

Grinder Sandwiches our Speciality
Choice of Italian Cold Cuts, Hot Sausage, or
Meatballs
Full

Foot-long loaf of Bread

With all the Trimmings
And. of course, Baked Lasagna
Space available for your party, whether its 20 or 200.
Drive out El Camino. just past Santa Clara City.
Tke Out Orders - Phone AX 6-1052
or go to 3044 El Camino, Santa Clara
GRANDVIEW SHOPPING CENTER
Only a Step Away from the Moonlight Drive -1n

-CLASSIFIEDFOR RENT
BANNSIS for boys. Kitchen priv. 655
St. $25.Furs, B. 610-15 mo. Kitchen.
Maki, no drink., amok. CY 3-3308.
Reims far seen. $25. Mich. priv.
LW" SIM S. 701 St.- Fallen% why nettle for less than
the best in bed and Ward? Try
us 152 SO. 9th.

to share new apt.
i male etuit
with 3 other*. Move in on or before Mar. 10. 670 No. 4th. apt- 7,
enthige4M, rem & boareCiiilary
open. CL 8-9446.
Part tined PBX operator. Experience not necessary. Will teach.
Sat., Sun. & some even. Hrs. can
be arranged in most cases. Full
time during munmer. See Mrs.
Vodicka or Mrs. Bane. RE 6-4995.

Poll MALE
*pertinent’ for college students
It
Hillman
MIn. 4-dr.
across fron3 campus. See Del, 162
Clean. $375. AN 9-0272.
So. 9th St

sedan.

27’ !wens tralleiliednit.
Mews and Beard for girls. 177 So,
cond., modern plumb. Inquire after
12tli. CY 54619.
7:30 P.M. 173 Spartan City.
WANTED
11 Ford sup. dire. Co.,’. Rebuilt
SW.. 2 senior students want to engine. CY 2-1557.
011110 didatirlies with person travel. UBi1 Ak Cone, by owner. 4 new
he Of near Seattle, Wash. for Eat. t.
acces. CH 8-1475.
ter recess. rontpet Dick at. 101 Id
Vkloria. All ’extras. Ex lie. NIL
eel cond., reas. price. AN 9-1335.1

rod

7:50 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands -Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every SundayTRI-C COLLEGE AGE FELLOWSHIP
SUNDAY

9 30

Leadership Seminar
Spring Quarter: "Old Testament Survey 6:00 - TRI-C Club Time
Held Tri-C Building
3rd and San Antnio

BETHEL CHURCH

ExtensionDivision
Plans Style Class

"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND

A one-unit field-lecture type
Course in. Fashion Merchandising
has been announced for the period
of Easter vacation by the Extension Division.’
B. J. Norwood, assistant pro,
fessor of business, will conduct
the course which is limited to Jun bra, seniors, and graduates who
have an interest in the women’s
ready-to-wear industry.
Field trips will take students
to prominent retail stores a n
garment manufacturing concerns
In the Bay Area and give them
the opportunity to hear talks by
several of Santa Clara County’s
fashion executives.
Interested students should contact Norwood in Room W-7, or
by telephone, extension 385.

SERVICES:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE

CY 4.7254
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO
PARTICIPATE IN ITS SUNDAY ACTIVITIES

9 .30 A.M . Kiononia Klass, lect by Or, Harold Crolo-

, in Wesley Lounge.
6:00 P.M. Snack Supper’ in Wesley Hatt, 35c. .No
. .ifeservat.ons nionssanIi
7:00 PM.Vintorninstions ars Netessery." A debate
between. Rev. James
Merlin
_
_ end _Reverend
-111c1 Ingraham.

930 A.M.
.11:00 A.M.

_

YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

6:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

BETHEL MEMORIES-8:30 A.Prt.o.-SUNDAY-KEEN-1470
THOMAS G. SUTTON- Pastor

TRINITY
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
81 NORTH SECOND STREET

SUNDAY SERVICES - MARCH 3rd

Wesley Foundation

Tau Gamma, the women’s honorary society for physical., education majors recently initiated 18
.new members.
Those initiated were Marilyn
Field, Lenore Thompson, Shelia
Cohen, Natalie Fancher, Gertie
Cueba, Virginia Smith, Billie Jo
Davis. Georgia Smalley, Shirley
King Phyllis NtelStil , Carol LewIs,,
Winter, Wilma Von Flue,
Myrnadel Guzman, Be a Bispo,
Mary Rickabaugh, Dorothy Lochner and Jeri Siokes.

Budgbiste will meet Sunday at
11 am. at the San Jose Buddhists’
Church for the service and special
luncheon afterward.
Campus Chest Committee meets
today and Monday at 4 p.m. in
the Student Union. All committee
heads are asked to bring their
evaluation reports and recommehdations for next year’s drive.
International students Organimeet today lnitcotn
laSsu
SD126 at 12:30 p.m.
Revelries Board will meet next
Tuesday in Room SD120 at 4:30
p.m.
Scabbard and Blade will meet
Sunday evening at 7:30 o’clock
to d:scuss plans for the military
ball
Ski Club will meet on Tuesday
evening at 8:30 o’clock In the
up for club. races.
Sociology Club will meet Monday evening at 7:30 o’clock In
Room 24.
Sparta* Orland will meet this
evening ’at 8:30 o’clock, In the
Student Y, not in the Student
Union as previously stated.
TM Sigma will meet Monday
,.evening _at 7:30 o’clock in Room
11. ..
Wonseass-Peeildty Club -will
meet next -Friday at 6 p.m. in the
Women’s Gym for a dinner meeting. Reservations must he made
with Catherine M. iiVallate, Room
39A. by Monday,
-

11:00 MORNING WORSHIP

Graduate occupational therapy
students are scheduled to take
their registration exam today in
Barracks 72. The examination is
given by the American Occupational Therapy Association, b u t
can be administered by any recognized 0. T. school.
Students who complete the test
successfully win their 0.’.R. title
(registered occupational therapist) and are qualified to practice
in any state.
The examination is divided into
two sections, one in the morning
and one in the afternoon. The
morning half will begin at 9

24 N. FIFTH STREET

Sad AND SAN ANTONIO

SUNDAY SERVICES

_ .8.:00 A.M. Holy Communion
.5:30 A.M. Family Service
1.1:00 AM, Holy Communion and Sermon

Tile Methodist student center in San Jose

. 4:00 P.M. Confirmation Class
6:30 P.M. Csntwbory Chi) holds supper mooting et the Trinity
CoPtIst. Th Res. Norman Labour of San Mateo
spook on -A Rule of Life for Lent.’ Supper by reserve
lion to CY 3.7953,
Shrove Tuesday March S- Ponce’. Supper to be served by Canterbury
members from 5:30 to 700.
Ash Wednesday March 6 - 7:30 sod 10 AM, Holy Communion. 7:30
P.M. Eveninia_Rtarac *ad Litany and Iitioon by the Rec.
Aar EmeNlvs.

\
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S’Illat FOR
WERE
Y01/
LUCKIES,
IF
DAYS WIIWOUT
YOU HAVE)
WHAT WOULD
(Sa PototaeitAns Ittow

MEETINGS I
’Old Country" ctyle Piller

FIRST BAPTIST Cl-It IRCII
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

WHAT a PUGNACIOUS
101ITUNITEUPP /

nina
YOU’RE STRANDED high on a peak in the Andes. Wind’s

KAT2.

CC -IF

rising. Thermometer’s dropping. And the next llama for
Lima leaves in 7 days. You reach for a Lucky... try every
pocket ... but you’re fresh out. Brother, you’re in for a
Bleak Week! No cigarette anywhere can match the taste
of a Lucky. A Lucky is all cigarette ... nothing but fine,
mild, good -tasting tobacco that’s TOASTED to taste
even better. Try one right now. You’ll say it’s the
best -tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

DON’T JUST STAND THERI ...

STICKLE! MAKE $25

with two-word rhyming
41(ffSticklent are simple riddles
answers. Both words must have the same number of’
syllables. (No drawings, please!) We’ll shell out $25 for all we use
--and for hundreds that never see print. So send stacks of ’em
with your name, address, college and clans to Happy -Joe -Lucky,
Boa 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Luckies Taste Ben
"IT’S TOASTED"

TO TASTE BETTER . . . CLEANER,

FRESHER, SMOOTHER!

Hi!

Shay Now MomogornoNf
Storting Mink 1
Fountain Open
7 Days a Week
6.30 A.M.-6:30 P.M.

Breakfast - boa
Bungalow

DIMINO
epo
eassuper er arta dwise.teo.

Bakery

Corner 9th & Williams

amseters siassee r
,’

"1".’",--’

,10111ITTIIII

Futtsc Mystic

